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Abstract, If P is the Hardy averaging operator—or some of its generalizations, then 
weighted modular inequalities of the form 
Ju<p(Pf)*íC JvV(f) 
are established for a general class of functions (p. Modular inequalities for the two-
higher dimensional Hardy averaging operator are also given. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Let P d e n o t e t h e H a r d y averaging o p e r a t o r 
(Pf)(x) = - T f, x>0,f>-0, 
x Jo 
then the classical Hardy inequality asserts that for 1 < p < oo, the inequality 
(i.i) r(pmxy dx < (-—Y r f(xY dx 
Jo yP~ L/ Jo 
holds. 
Research supported by NSERC Grant A-4837. 
Here and in the sequel, functions are assumed to be measurable, weight functions, 
denoted by u, v and w, are locally integrable, and the left sides of inequalities exist 
if the right sides do. Also, constants are positive and denoted (sometimes with 
subscripts) by C. 
Extensive generalizations and applications of (1.1) exist and we refer to [9] and 
the bibliography cited there. 
The generalizations considered here are the modular forms of (1.1), obtained by 
replacing the power function <p(x) = xp, p > 1 by a general function <p. To explain 
some results in this direction, the notion of iV-function is required. 
A function <p: R+ -+ R+ is an N-function if it has the form 
<p(x) = J p(t)dt, x>0, 
where p is non-decreasing, right continuous on R+ with p(0+) = 0, p(oo) = oo, 
p(t) > 0 if t > 0, and 
lim <£M=iim * 0. 
x-f0+ X x-+oo <p(x) 
The complementary function <p of <p is given by <p(y) = snp{xy — <p(x)}. 
x>0 
Recall also that a function <p: R+ —• R+ satisfies the A2 condition (<p € A2), if 
there is a constant C > 1, such that <p(2x) < C<p(x) for all x > 0. 
Let v be a weight function, V(x) = f* v, such that V(oo) = oo, then (see [6]) for 
any AMiinction <p 
(1.2) j™ <p <\y~ j f /t>] v(x) dx < j™ V>[Cf(x)}v(x) dx 
holds, if and only if <p 6 A2 . (For other weighted generalizations of this type see [7]). 
If <p is not an N-function, then modular inequalities of the form (1.2) (with v = 1) 
still hold. For example, if <p: R+ -+ R+ and ^(0+) = 0 then (see [1]) 
(1.3) Г <p[(Pf)(x)] dx ą Cг Г <p(C2f(x)) dx 
Jo Jo 
is satisfied, if and only if, for all t > 0 
f' p(y) í ^dy^2C1<p(2C2t) 
Jo T 
holds. 
In this and the previous result the functions <p are increasing and satisfy <p(0+) = 0. 
However, it is well known that (1.1) holds also for the negative index p. In fact, the 
function <p{x) == x", a < 0 is neither an JV-function, nor does it satisfy the condition 
of the previous result, yet (1.3) holds for this function. This follows from a general 
result of Levinson ([8]), who proved in 1964 that if ip: R+ -* R+ satisfies 
(1-4) v ( * V W > ( l - - ) [ v ' ( x ) ] a , x>0 
for some p > 1, then modular inequalities of the form (1.3) with Ci = (p/(p - l ) ) p 
and C 2 = 1 hold. 
The object of this paper is to extend Levinson's results to modular inequalities 
involving weights and to consider operators more general than the averaging operator. 
Specifically we prove (1.2) where tp is not necessarily an iV-function but satisfies a 
condition similar, but more general than (1.4). 
Recall that the limiting case p -> oo in (1.1) yields the inequality 
(1.5) Г exp((Pg)(x)) dx sí e Г exp(g(x)) dx 
Jo Jo 
due to Knopp ([4, Thm. 2.50]) (actually the inequality is in the form exp g(x) = f(x)), 
and various weighted generalizations of (1.5) are known (cf. [5], [10]). Here we shall 
show via a simple adaptation of the method in [8] that the function tp(x) = exp x in 
the weighted analogue of (1.5) can be replaced by any convex function ip satisfying 
(1.4) with p = oo. 
If 0 < p <. 1 then it is known that (1.1) fails unless the //-spaces on the right are 
replaced by the Hardy spaces Hp. If however the range of integration is finite, then 
such inequalities hold, where the constant depends on the length of the interval. 
In the next section, we begin with a characterization of functions for which such 
"finite" Hardy inequalities hold. This result is an adaptation of Kolmolgorov's prin­
ciple ([2]) and seems to be new. Following this, weighted extension of Levinson's 
modular inequalities are given. The final section contains weighted modular inequal­
ities for the two-dimensional and n-dimensional case. 
2 . A MODULAR CHARACTERIZATION AND WEIGHTED EXTENSIONS OF 
LEVINSON'S MODULAR INEQUALITY 
The first result is a characterization for the averaging operator over finite intervals 
(0,£) I > 0, via an adaptation of Kolmolgorov's principle ([2]). 
Theorem 2.1, Suppose <p: R+ -+ R+ is increasing, differentiable, and satisfies 
<p(0+) = 0, lim *&• = 0. Then 
J <p(Pf(x))dxzcei,(jJ . (2.1) / 9(Pf(x))dx^CtM1 / / , / > 0 
is satisfied for all t e (0, oo), if and only if, for each t > 0 
(2.2) tp^dy^cm-
Here the constants in (2.1) and (2.2) are the same. 
P r o o f . If X(o,t) denotes the characteristic function of the interval (0,1) then 
the distribution function oix(o,t)Pf is 
AX(...)P/(») = |{x€(0 ) oo) : Ï ÍŁÍ ìM f / 
I l x j 0 
>y U m i n ( ^ 
where \E\ denotes Lebesgue measure of E and ||/ | |i = J0 f. Applying Pubini's 
theorem, then for any s > 0 
/ v((Pf)(x))dx= n<p'(y)\X(0,,,P,(y)dy 
Jo Jo 
$e ['SMdy + Mh r — *v-
Jo Js y 
But as a function of s, the minimum of the right side occurs at s = |l/lli/£, so that 
f%((pf)(x))dx^,(Mk) + m\mr +r ^idy} 
Jo \ I J I y Ill/Hi// / | j / | | , / Ф V 
rfÉ.A..s™.{M3 u r z±zidy^cty{ 
A\fh/i y2 
Here (2.2) was applied with t = \\f\\i/t. Therefore (2.2) implies (2.1). 
Conversely, let f(y) = «x<o,t)(s/)> * > 0 fixed, in (2.1) then (Pf)(x) = f in ing , <)> 
so that fort<£ 
j <p(t)dx + [ <p{^ dx < Cty(t) 
or via the change of variable ti/x = y 
Ыt)+tt^dУ=tt\m+£щ =S Clip(t). 
But since (2.1) holds for all t > 0, then the condition £ifi -+ 0 as I -» oo, shows 
that this implies (2.2). • 
Note that <p(t) = ta, 0 < a < 1, satisfies the conditions of the theorem with 
tp(t) = ta and C = 1/(1 - a), so that (2.1) holds in this case. 
Another example is obtained by taking <p(t) = log(l +1) , t > 0, then (2.1) holds 
with C = 1 and tp(t) = log(l + t) + ilog (^). 
To give the weighted extensions of Levinson's modular inequality we require the 
following: 
Definition 2.1 . A function <p: (a,b) -+ U+, 0 ^ o < b ̂  oo, belongs to the 
class $ p , p > 1, if 
<p(x)p"(x) >. (1 - 1IP)W(X)}2 
holds for all x > 0. If p = oo we write $co = *• 
Clearly $ C $j,, and since v(x) = xq, g >- p is in $ p but not in $, the inclusion is 
strict. 
Note that <p(t) = t~a, a > 0, ¥>(*) = e - ' " , 0 < o ^ 1, (/>(«) = e ' \ 6 >- 1 are in the 
class $ and hence in <&p for any p > 1. However, if in the last two examples a > 1, 
respectively, 0 < 6 < 1 then neither of these functions is in <&p for any p > 1. 
Lemma 2.1. 
(i) If' <p 6 $ p , p > 1, then $ = <p
xlv is convex. 
(ii) If <p 6 3>, then tp = log<p is convex. 
P r o o f . We only need to show that tp" >- 0. Since for (i) p(p - l)tp2p-2(tp')2 + 
p j p - V ' = <p<p" > (1 - llp)p2ip2p-2(ip')2 and for (ii), f" = ^'["{P- if <P 6 $, it 
follows in each case that tp" >- 0. D 
In what follows, we shall always assume that domain of <p is so chosen that it 
contains the range of / >. 0. 
The weighted extension of Levinson's result [8] is the following: 
Theorem 2.2. 
(i) I f> e $ p , p > 1, and sup (f°° ^ 1 dt)
 ? (/J" u(i)1-' ' ' dt) < oo, then 
(2.3) Гч<p(Pf)<_C Гv 
Jo Jo 
v(f). 
P r o o f , (i) By Lemma 2.1 (i), 4' = (p1^ is convex, hence by Jensen's inequality 
and the well known weight conditions of Muckenhoupt (cf. [9]) we obtain 
J^u(x)^\JXof)dX^j^u(x)[\Jj(f(t))dVYdx 
^C I™ v(x)TJ>(f(x)Ydx 
Jo 
= C J" v(x)y(f(x))dx, 
Jo 
which proves the first part. 
For the second part we apply Lemma 2.1 (ii), Jensen's inequality and the fact that 
-a = logyady, a > 0. 




^J u(x)exp[lj 4>(f(t))dt}dx 
= J u(x)exp[^J log ¥>(/(<)) dijdz 
= u(x) exp [ I log ip(f(xy)) dy} dx 
= ea / exp[y log[yaip(f(xy))}dy}dx 
<ea u(x) I y
a<p(f(xy))dydx 
Jo Jo 
= ea J ya u(x)ip(f(xy))dxdy 
Jo Jo 
=*aJ\a-x["(~)*m)*tdy 
= e a / ° ° v ( / W ) / ya-lu(-)dydt 
Jo Jo ^ys 
-r^i- jT^H* 
from which the result follows. O 
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If u = v = 1 in the first part of the theorem, then the constant in (2.1) is [p/(p-l)]p 
and we obtain the result in [8], If u(x) = 1 then v(x) = i , and since m i n a - 1 e a = e, 
then with <p(x) = ex we obtain from the second part of the theorem a result of Knopp 
[4, Thm. 2.50], 
Note that if <p is monotone, so that <p~l exists, then we obtained 
J™ u(x)<p{± J ^ <p~ҡ(/)) dx ^ ea J°° v(x)f(x) dx. 
Such inequalities when <p(x) = ex were studied in [5] and [10] where weight charac-
terizations were also given. 
It is clear that the argument of Theorem 2.2 carries over to more general positive 
integral operators of the form 
(Kf)(x)= f"k(x,y)f(y)dy f >-0 
Jo 
where the kernel satisfies certain natural conditions. 
Corollary 2.1 . Suppose <p e $ p , p > 1 and the kernel k is homogeneous of 
degree —1. If 
J k(x,y)dy = l and [ k(l,t)rllvdt = C < oo, 
Jo Jo 
then 
r <p[(Kf)(x)\ dx < cp r <p(f(X)) dx. 
Jo Jo 
P r o o f . Since %p = <pllp is convex by Lemma 2.1, then Jensen's inequality yields 
V>[(Ji7)(z)K f" k(x,vmf(y))dy= f"k(l,i)i>(f(xt))dt. 
Jo Jo 
Integrating and applying Minkowski's inequality shows that 
J°° i>[(Kf)(x)] dx = Jo°°M(Kf)(xW dx < J°° [J°° k(l, t)f(f(xt)) dtfdx 
^{J°°k(i,t)(J°°i,(f(xt)rdx)1/rdty 
= { J°° t-V'kO-, t) ( J°° ip(f(y))p dy) l'T dt}P 
= & r<p(f(y))dy. 
Jo 
l f a > 0 , then the kernel k(x,y) = ax~a(x~y)a~1X(o,x)(y) satisfies the conditions 
of the Corollary, and hence the result holds in this case. 
A modification of the conditions on the kernel provides also results for <p G $. D 
It is reasonable to assume that Levinson's method carries over to other than V-
mappings of operators. This is indeed possible if one generalizes the $ p classes of 
Definition 2.1. To do this, note that if P is an Af-function, then P is convex and hence 
P" >. 0 exists a.e. We require however that for an A^-function P" exists everywhere. 
Definition 2.2. Let P be an N-function, such that P"(x) >- 0, x e R+, and 
that P 6 A2. We say that the function 
ip: (a,b) ->• R+ 0 ^ a < b ^ co, 
belongs to $ ^ if 
(2.4) <p(x)V" > iW(x)}
2 
is satisfied, where 7 = sup ,Sf) Js?'-. 
0<x ' v " 
If 7 = 1 we write ^ 6 $ " . 
Note that if P(x) = x" jp, p>\, then P(x) = xp'/p' G A 2 and 
P"(x)P(x)/[P'(x)f = 1 - 1 , 
so this generalized class contains the class of Definition 2.1. Also the A'-function 
given by 
P(x) = Г(ë -
Jo 
l)dŕ 
satisfies Definition 2.2. In fact a straightforward calculation shows that the comple­
mentary function P of P is 
Þ(x)= Гы(v 
Jo 
+ 1) áy = (x + 1) ln(ж + 1) - x, 
which is clearly in A 2. Moreover, since sup
 P(if j Jff ' = 1 it follows that P e $ " . 
x>0 l v n 
A generalization of Theorem 2.2 (i) is the following: 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose f 6 $ ^ and v a weight function and V(x) = f* v where 
V(oo) = 00. Then 
J^lW) [ fV]V{x)dX * Jo"^t^M*)dx-
P r o o f . First we show that V = P~l(<P) is convex. Since <p = P(4>). <p' = 
P'(ip)ip'; <fi" = P"(i/>)(4>')2 + P'(</0W>"), so (2.4) is satisfied if and only if 
p(i>) [y,')2p"M + p'a>W} >i[P'(^m2 
is satisfied. But this is equivalent to 
F ( v ) v * P(i,) V [P'(f)f J-
But since the right side is non-negative it follows that ip" >• 0. 
Now since ip is convex, Jensen's inequality yields 
r4^r4w d' i-=fpK4r^)]f ) t o 
** IO° P [ vfe) [ W{t))v{t) df] dx *> Ja PlC^v{x) dx 
<_ r PiP(Cf(x))v(x) dx = r <p(Cf(x))v(x) dx. 
Jo Jo 
Since C > X (w.l.g.) the last inequality follows from the convexity of i> and the 
second to last inequality is (1.2) of [6]. (Note that the characterization of (1.2) 
requires V(oo) = oo only in the necessity part.) • 
3. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CASES 
Higher dimensional analogues of the previous results can be given. Here we con­
sider first the two dimensional case, where the two dimensional averaging operator 
is defined by 
(Pzf)(x.y) = — f f f(s,t)dtds x,y>0,f^0. 
Before proving the analogue of Theorem 2.2, the following special case of a theorem 
of Sawyer [11] is required. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. Let u and v be weight functions on U_\_ = (0, oo) x (0, oo). Let 
1 < p < oo, then 
(3.1) [ u[(P2f)f<_c[ 
Ju2, Jч2, 
vfp 
is satisfied, if and only if, for all o > 0, b > 0 
i /p 
<3-2> (f f wH^íf1"1'"'*'11) %x<' 
<»> r ra= r » - " ) ' ^ — r r«-' 
aлd 
(3.4) 
f f (f f fH '*^** w f f ^d»di 
are satisfied. 
The corresponding modular inequality is now the following: 
Theorem 3.2. 
(i) Ifip G * p , p > 1, and (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) hold, then 
(3.5) / u<p(P2f)^C f vV(f) 
Ju% Ju% 
is satisfied. 
(ii) If<p&§, then (3.5) holds with C = e a + / ? , a > 0, [3 > 0 and 
jj(æ,j/) = z *»'f j 
1 u(s,t)dtds 
sQ,+l ř/3+l • 
P r o o f . The proof of (i) follows as in Theorem 2.2 (i) only now Theorem 3,1 is 
applied. We omit the details. 
The proof of (ii) is also as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 (ii) and is given here for 
completeness. 
By Lemma 2.1, ip — log<£ is convex. Hence by Jensen's inequality and changes of 
variables 
/ u<p(P2f)= f / u(x,y)exp[iP(P2f)(x,y)}dydx 
i u | Jo Jo 
< / / u(x,y)exp — / / (ipf)(s,t)dtds\dydx 
Jo Jo ixV Jo Jo J 
= / / u(x,y)exp\ / (ipf)(xa,yT)drda\dydx. 
j dydx 
I dTdcr 
But since -6 = J0
l log*4 dy, 5 > 0, then with <5 = a and 5 = 0 the last integral is 
equal to 
e a + / J / / u(x,y)exp\J J lo^aaT0(ipf){xa,yr)]dTda\ dydx 
€ ea+f) / " / " u(x, y) [ / / a a ^ ( V / ) ( x a , yr) dr < J , 
=ea+"i L ^ I T r^'^^^^'^^H' 
= e - / ; / V ^ [ / ~ f U(̂ )(,/)(M)dtds]dTd, 
= c°+/,r [^f)(s,t)^ j\°-H^u(^)dTda\dids 
= e - / ; / ; (,/)(M)[^/; f -^rd-d,]*,., 
and the result follows. Q 
Observe that if <p is monotone then ip"-1 exists and writing <p(f) = g the inequality 
may be written as 
[ [ u(x,y)J— [ p(v-
lg){st)dtdA « e a + 0 J" [ v(x,y)g(x,y)dy 
Jo Jo ixy Jo Jo J JO Jo 
åx. 
Specifically, if tp(t) = e4, this generalizes a result of [5] and if u = v = 1 one obtains 
the two dimensional analogue of [4, Thm. 250]. 
If n > 2, a corresponding weighted inequality as in Theorem 3.1 is not available. 
However, if one defines in the n-dimensional setting the averaging operator P by 
( p / ^ = TWMV\ / ' ( " ) dy> x e R n ' f * o, 
\B(\x\)\ JB(|X|) 
where B(\x\) is the n-ball in Rn, centred at zero with radius |x| and |f?(|x|)| its 
volume, then modular inequalities are possible. Note that 
|B(W)|-- A d|/ = !ffizii 
where S„_i is the surface of the unit ball in R" and | £ n - i l its area. 
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T h e o r e m 3.3 . 
(i) If v e $ p , p > 1 and the weight functions U, V in R
n satisfy 
«*{[ %££•){[ V(X?-'åЛ"<oo 
«>oU|.|í>a|ß(N)l
I,J U|-|<. J 
thejn 
(3.6) f U<p(Pf) *kC f Vip(f) 
Jw JR" 
holds. 
X. A \rt-\ — l~lor r t/__ 
P r o o f . Since part (i) follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.2(i), (but now 
applying [3, Theorem 2.1]) we only prove part (ii). 
By Lemma 2.1 tp = log<p is convex, so by Jensen's inequality 
/ Up(Pf)= f U(x)exp[i>P(f)(x)}dx 
Jw JR" 
Let U(t) = J s ^ U(tr)dT, then, since i/> = logy> a change to polar coordinates shows 
that the last integral is 
J™ U(t)tn-1 e x p [ ^ r - j jf sn~l ^ log(<4>f)(so) dads ] dt 
= J U^f1-1 expl ~ — J « " - ' J log(<pf)(tvcr) dadvl dt (s = tv). 
But if a > 0, then 
e a/n = exp — — r vn x logvadcrdt> 
L|Ln-i |7o i s „ . , 
so t h a t t he previous integral is equal to 
) d a d v \ d í 
&a/n r mtn~l exp [ï-£ïï L! "n"1 L.t
 h^m^) 
< £ - - T / ^W*n_1 / t;""1 / «a(v/)(.t,ff)dffd«d. 
I ^ n - l l Jo ./0 ./___, 
= j Ê | [ Vn+a~l il"0 'B_lt7(t) / , (Vt)(«va) da dt d« 
S ^ f î / o ^ jo Sn~1Ü(v)Jx (<Pf)(so)dadsdv (tv = s) | £„ - i 
g£«/» r 
| £n 
ÊíтГ^ 1(í-/v / ) (w) љ)ГÄ(/ I , |W
d т) d < d ' 
e-/"r 
l£„- i 
^r^iL {ví){sa)á°){ i "a-iu(-)dv)ds 
Ą / „(/(_)) Vtøds. 
^ n l | Jв» 
Here we appl ied J e n s e n ' s inequal i ty again a n d interchanged t h e order of in tegra t ion 
twice, w i t h obvious changes of variables. D 
Again, if ip is m o n o t o n e , so t h a t ip^1 exist, t h e n wi th <p(f) = g t h e inequal i ty 
takes t h e form 
/ U(xMP(V'
1g)(x))dx^^- f V(x)g(x)dx 
JW l ^ n - l | Jw 
which was o b t a i n e d in [3, T h m . 4.1] in t h e case tp(x) = e x . 
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